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use baseline detection to detect and remove background noise in a time-series dataset. the tool calculates the smoothed and fitted baseline and provides a choice of filter to be used in removal of the baseline. the baseline tool can be used as a standalone app or integrated with other tools in origin. the box plot is
used to visualize distributions and identify outlier points. it can be used to identify the distribution type and outliers. originpro includes two built-in box plots: histogram and frequency distribution. the histogram box plot is a visual representation of the data to help detect outliers. the frequency distribution box plot

shows the frequency distribution of a data set. it is useful for identifying a point that is not a typical value in the dataset. the spline tool in originpro can be used to fit a curve to data points. this is used in a variety of ways. for example, it can be used to fit a time-series data to the trend line and determine the start and
end points of the trend. in addition, it can be used to smooth out time-series data, for example, to smooth out the noise in data. it is also used to create baseline correction factors. the polar graph tool allows you to visualize data sets as circular graphs in origin. polar graph is useful to visualize data as a radial graph,

where the radius of a circle is a distance from a center point to a particular value. the center point is chosen by entering a column or rows coordinates. origin supports the following export options: xml, csv, emf, png, jpg and bmp. the xml export format is the native format for most graphic applications. the other
export formats are used for compatibility with other applications. for example, the jpeg format is often used for email attachments.
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origin is the data analysis and graphing software of choice for over half a million scientists and engineers in commercial industries,
academia, and government laboratories worldwide. origin offers an easy-to-use interface for beginners, combined with the ability

to perform advanced customization as you become more familiar with the application. we are very pleased to see that the interest
in origin continues to grow. there are now over 250,000 registered users of the software worldwide and over half a million

registered users of the free educational version. we appreciate all the feedback and suggestions that we receive from our users.
origin supports offsetting plots in the x and y directions with no change in data values. offset options include auto, cumulative,
incremental, constant, and individual. in this graph we stacked curves with a pattern such as 0 -100 so each data pair stayed
together. the color and style were customized to use repeated patterns. for such graphs, you can also drag a single curve to

reposition it for comparison with another curve. the legend is arranged in two columns and placed beside each plot pair. origin
supports offsetting plots in the x and y directions with no change in data values. offset options include auto, cumulative,

incremental, constant, and individual. in this graph we stacked curves with a pattern such as 0 -100 so each data pair stayed
together. the color and style were customized to use repeated patterns. for such graphs, you can also drag a single curve to

reposition it for comparison with another curve. the legend is arranged in two columns and placed beside each plot pair.
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